Two Most Popular Trumpets

"NUMBER FOUR"  "ARTISTONE"

Four other models to choose from

The Number Four Model Standard Trumpet possesses a brilliant, powerful tone. Adaptable for dance orchestras, bands, or solo work, and in each instance gives the player supreme confidence in playing the most difficult passages or novel features. The flexibility of this trumpet is one reason why it is preferred for all-round playing.

The Artistone Model is Vega's latest achievement, combining the superior qualities of all other models into one "Standard of Perfection." The astounding wide range and the pure, brilliant tone place the "Artistone" as a leader of trumpets. Designed to give the greatest possible attainment in tone and appearance, primarily for the soloist, it meets every requirement.

Write for free booklet describing each of the Six Standard Trumpets

The VEGA Co.

157-85 Columbus Avenue  Boston, Mass.

IN THIS ISSUE

The Popular Songs that Never Become Popular

"SCÉNES CARNAVALES," Fantasie, by Frederick Coit Wight
"LELAWALA," Indian Dance, by R. S. Stoughton
"MELODIE D'AMOUR," by Bernice G. Clements
"INDIAN PIPE" (Jacobs' Cinema Sketches), by Arthur Cleveland Morse

Published by WALTER JACOBS, Inc.
Boston, Mass.

15 cents
$1.50 per year
My Playing Partner

I'll admit that I get over those fast passages easily, but it would be impossible without this instrument. Here, put a ruler on the drop of those valves. It's the shortest drop built into any instrument on the market. That and the Crystal Silver Valves will simplify any fast execution. The short drop is made possible by a careful layout of the valve passages and the Crystal Silver is a special metal developed by the "King" people. It's hard as flint and polished like glass. No breaks can threaten the man behind a Liberty trumpet—he is sure of his instrument.

The Liberty model trumpet has gained fame throughout the nation. Look over a few hard facts and then try a King Liberty.

1. Valve Action. Light, smooth, and responsive. Made possible with the Crystal Silver metal. It cannot corrode or rust and can be fitted very closely. Incidentally, a Crystal Silver valve has never been known to wear out.
2. Wide Bottom Supers. Ordinarily these supports are thin metal soldered in. But in a Liberty they are of heavy metal with a wide collar. You can't force them out.
3. Grinding and Fitting. Each valve is ground to a micrometer measurement. Simply and accurately, with unerring skill they are ground into the case.

But as we might, we cannot describe the Liberty. It is its own best salesman. Won't you put any questions squarely up to it for an answer?

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5205-81 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

A Catalog giving the full information is yours for the asking. Clip the coupon and send it today.

THE CUNDY-BETTONEY CO.
JAMAICA PLAIN, BOSTON, MASS.
Fourteen New Volumes

Jacobs' Piano Folios

Supplementing the Famous "59"

An irreplaceable addition to the celebrated 18 volumes of Jacobs' Piano Folios, universally recognized as the most popular and practical collection of American copyrights ever published in book form. For the Motion Picture pianist or organist their value is incalculable, while for the Teacher such volumes as the "Novelties," "Tone Poems," etc., are unique.

Price, Each Vol., 50c net

ORIENTAL INDIAN AND SPANISH

NUMBER 2

Zubalde, Danse Espagnole .......... 8.4.29
Wally May, Quince Nováblf .......... Walter Kelly
Gold Star, Taranta................. 8.4.29
Kassel, Danc..3.4.29

HONOR COLORS

NUMBER 4

Woodward Dance................. Norman Leach
American Dance................. Frank E. Armer
Dance of the Spirits.............. Frank E. Armer
Dance of the Lollipops........... Frank E. Armer
Into the Light................. Norman Leach
Rose Petals.................. 8.4.29

COMMON-TIME MARCHES

NUMBER 2

Queen City...................... A. J. Walsh
Tall Caddie...................... A. J. Walsh

UNISON CHORDS

NUMBER 7

New Orleans................. J. E. LeVaux
Chicago..................... J. E. LeVaux

SIX-EIGHT MARCHES

NUMBER 9

Melody......................... Frank E. Armer
The Lullaby..................... Frank E. Armer
Ruby Rose....................... L. E. Allen
The Commander.................. Walter Kelly
The Sacred..................... Walter Kelly
The Sacred..................... Walter Kelly
Tumbling......................... Walter Kelly

EIGHT-EIGHT MARCHES

NUMBER 7

Queen City...................... A. J. Walsh
Tall Caddie...................... A. J. Walsh

Unison Harmonies

NUMBER 2

New Orleans...................... J. E. LeVaux
Chicago...................... J. E. LeVaux

CHARACTERISTIC AND DESCRIPTIVE

NUMBER 6

In England, a Scene in the English Countryside.............. Paul Gay
On Desert Sands................. Thos. J. Allen
Little Italy.................... George Ball
Chinese Garden................. Paul Gay
It's a Happy Day.............. Frank H. Moran
Whisky Jack..................... Paul Gay
Drunkard....................... Paul Gay

BALLETS AND CONCERT WALTZES

NUMBER 4

Lone in Vienna.................. Paul Gay
Valse Lente..................... Frank H. Moran
Dance of a New Orleans........ Frank H. Moran
Saloon Dance.................. Paul Gay
American Waltz................ Frank H. Moran

TONE-POEMS AND REVIVES

NUMBER 7

Spanish Romance......................... George L. Gifford
Chips in the Bass.................. George L. Gifford
The Kühler......................... George L. Gifford
Habanera......................... 8.4.29
Dance of the Maid................. 8.4.29
March Commotion.................. 8.4.29
Dance of the Moon................ 8.4.29
February Sun...................... 8.4.29
January Rains.................... 8.4.29

PHOTOPHOTY PIANISTS & ORCHESTRAS


Band and Orchestra Leaders

Practically all the numbers in the "Jacobs Piano Folios" are published entirely for both Band and Orchestra. Send for the catalog that interests you.

WALTER JACOBS, Inc.

MILANO

LODGE ORCHESTRA CENTRAL-CAMBRIDGE

JACOBS BAND March 28

BOSTON, MASS.

Printed in U.S.A.

NOVEMBER MUSIC


For Sale at all Music Stores in Canada or send direct on receipt of marked prices.

An Attractive Suite

By THEO. BENDIX (who considers it his best work)

FOR PIANO

Four numbers of shows and simplicity of execution. "Dirk's Ditty" but great effectiveness.

The Gentle Dove

(a love song)

The Heartbroken Sparrow

(a pathetic appeal)

The Merry Dove

(a joyous flight)

The Maggie and the Parrot

(a quarantine homelove)

Complete, 50c net

ORCHESTRA AND BAND ARRANGEMENTS

Complete for Orchestra 11 Parts & Piano, net $1.75
Full Orchestra & Piano, net 2.50
Band . . . . . . . . . . . . net 3.00

Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston

GEORGE ROEBE'S

Film Music

Book of Film Music, 100 Songs for the Motion Picture, Du-100, 25c each. 5 for $1.00. 10 for $1.50.

A film score is as important to a picture as a score is to a play. It is the soul of the production and the lifeline of its action. It must be in character to set the proper mood and atmosphere. The music must be in the right key for the right moment. A music for a particular kind of picture is as essential to it as are costumes and sets. It adds value to the picture, it helps to sell it.

In Jacobs' Band Monthly

Band Leader Quarterly is published each month. It contains the latest news and developments in Band Music, Band Arrangements, Band Equipment, Band Instruction, Band Photographs, Band Reviews. It is sent free to Band Leaders, and on request to large schools, private clubs, etc.

For Band Leaders only.

"Why not buy the very best of these woodwind experts—the Messers. Seimler in perfecting the clarinet?"
Frank Holton Performs Another Miracle in Band Instrument Building
in the New Revelation Alto Saxophone

Frank Holton has again performed the seemingly impossible in the creation of the new Revelation Alto Saxophone. A true novelty in the instrument's world, this piece of brass is a work of art and a marvel of engineering. Its beauty and precision are beyond description.

The tone has been perfected to such an extent that no other saxophone can even come close to its performance. It is a true extension of the saxophone family, with its own unique character and sound.

Mixing the new Revelation Alto Saxophone with other instruments in an orchestra or band is a delight. Its volume and clarity are unmatched, making it a perfect choice for any musician.

The Holland Quartet was so impressed with the new saxophone that they asked for it to be added to their collection. It has become an integral part of their performances, enhancing the overall sound and quality.

Well designed, the saxophone is an extension of the band instrument family, bringing a new level of performance to the world of music.

Frank Holton & Co. Elkhorn, Wis.

MELODY
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR PHOTOFAX MUSICIANS AND THE MUSICAL TRADE

FRANK HOLTON
President and General Manager of Frank Holton & Co.

Across the Flat-top Desk

Wherein the routine may join the rhythms of new arrangements of various matters of current interest to music folk.

BIRTHDAYS

WILLIAM M. SONGER, the author of many of the famous songs of the beach, was born March 4, 1887. His songs include "My Blue Heaven," "I Love You," and many others that have become classic hits.

From the 2nd issue of the New York Photofax Orchestra, the saxophone section has been expanded, adding a new level of richness to the overall sound.

Pictures that can be heard

WAKER BROTHERS have been the talk of the town with their new and innovative saxophone creations. Their latest model, the "Waker Wonder," has been a hit among musicians and fans alike.

The Eastern Conference

While this magazine has always been filled with news of the various conferences, this time we are featuring news of the latest events. The Eastern Conference has been particularly exciting, with many new developments and innovations.

The New York Photofax Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Holton, has been performing to enthusiastic crowds. Their latest concert, featuring a blend of classical and jazz music, was a huge success.

A Christmas suggestion:

Send your musical friends a year's subscription to this magazine. A present that lasts all the year.

Ad in progress...

Exhibition Hall of the University

The New York Photofax Symphony Orchestra is currently preparing for the grand opening of their new exhibition hall. The hall, located in the heart of the city, will house the orchestra's various ensembles and provide a venue for concerts and other events.
Chicago's Maestro of the Movie Symphony Orchestra

FROM conducting grand opera to directing the moving picture field was a somewhat daring step to take, six years ago, even by so eminent a musician as M. Adolphe Dumont; and, in fact, even so recent as that time, it was a grand parable in overture form, and employed the number as an orchestral novelty which met with a tremendous reception. Later, as combining the purely American - the established square dances, Virginia reel, etc. - even down to the more recent American Prontos and the 500 and 500 - he thus represented American musical idioms geographically as well as historically.

Some facts about a musical pioneer who transplanted the highest traditions of the operas and the symphony to the motion picture theater.

BY HENRY FRANCIS FARRIS

Adolphe Dumont takes his work seriously, and tries to explain his phenomenal success with great music and in our metropolis city of such heterogeneous and general tastes. As Chicago. But sometimes the proper training and proper teaching are not all that are necessary for the schmaltz. The classical ideals in metropolises - even in our city - are not managed as well. It is that ability, patent to the diplomat, that enables one to sell not only the public, but also the management. That may seem paradoxical, but it is not: one may be a controversialist and sell the public anything, but try the same thing on the serious, matter-of-business, cooperation businessmen.

M. Dumont's hardest task was to "sell" B. and K. and his own music ideas. That requires a great deal of common sense and logic in argument. Not B. and Kansas, for they would never dare to discuss with us the exciting experiences with Chicago audiences. But M. Dumont rechristens them that sufficient of the intelligent world would patronize such programs enough to make it worthwhile with the box office standpoint; and right here, don't forget that the box office is the final policy dictator whether what the production grand opera, symphony, or pictures.

The屏蔽语句的extensive use of -bands in his recent programs, John McCormack once quoted the following prophecy. "Then as now, I think the public has a right to pick its tunes." And the same principle has apparently always held good in planning presentation programs. However, M. Dumont has accomodated the impossible, as it seemed that he surely deserves every enthusiasm - every commendation from the serious and anyone. Indeed, M. Dumont has in Chicago theater patrons. The air of refinement which the Chicago theater orchestra has been utterly lost by the delicate acoustics of the music, in a serious, substantial way.

In explanation of the last statement, M. Dumont went on to say that he had taken the best of Indian, Colonial and Southern Negro (spiritual) motives, combined them into a M. ADOLPHE DUMONT Musical Director of the World-Famous Chicago Theater

MUSICAL DIRECTOR OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS CHICAGO THEATER

Why Good Songs Go Wrong Or Don't Go at All - and Some Other Scandal from Tin Pan Alley

BY FREDERICK C. REISSELL

THE PopULAR SONGS THAT NEVER BECOME POPULAR

Throughout this great land of symphony and sentimentality there are not less than a million embryo song writers who will never cease to wonder why their offerings to the publishing world fail to bring them home. The costs, but this story is not about them. Rather it is a "Jubilee" dedicated to the thousands of songs that get published and quickly die a dim eternal death.

To those who have gone the rounds of the popular publishing houses wondering which door leads to the inner circle, it may come as somewhat of a surprise to learn that printer's ink is not even a halfway point in the struggle for success as a songwriter. Every year thousands of good songs approach the publishers' names. Affairs to them only to be reflected to Tin Pan Alley's ephemeral and deserted ditties.

Why songs are sold - and killed - is one of the popular mysteries of the day. John Doe, who lives in Anytown, long ago mopped his mind that the first step in getting his tributes before the public was in getting a deal with the publishers. But Bill Puck, the secondest, has had seven songs published in New York this season and none but his most intimate friends know it.

One leading popular song publisher prints his name at the bottom of two hundred or more potential hits annually. About a dozen of them reach the music store, but only a few of these are actually composed on his own premises. Broadway is filled with composers and lyricists who have "just planned a new song. The folk who have their brain children regularly return with polite notes of rejection. There is a song writer that handles the bewildement written on the faces of those who have come to him in "the fine combed circles" and then get on to the inside.

Every dance orchestra every sees a song writer.
The unprecedented increase in the number of famous composers is one reason for the high death rate of published popular songs. It is a strange orchestra boy that boasts of no song hits. Almost invariably the piano player carries two or three "hits" in his road bag, and if the leader hasn't composed one within the last twenty-four hours he can be expected to jot something down between dances.

What song writer makes it? A song writer who can play it. He and his group of jazz experts can plug it. Whether it is a "hit" or not is quite important, but we must not overlook the fact that it is a new, suprime with nip-plug, brand new, hot sheet music, and a brand new band plugging it. And just as every plugging song writer is a song writer, so, too, every plugging song pluggers get their songs from the plugging song hit writers who cut their teeth on a song hit. And just as every plugging song writer is a song writer, so, too, every plugging song pluggers get their songs from the plugging song hit writers who cut their teeth on a song hit. And just as every plugging song writer is a song writer, so, too, every plugging song pluggers get their songs from the plugging song hit writers who cut their teeth on a song hit. And just as every plugging song writer is a song writer, so, too, every plugging song pluggers get their songs from the plugging song hit writers who cut their teeth on a song hit.
Rotary and Kiwanian Clubs, et al., Please Copy}

The Rotary and Kiwanian Clubs are mentioned in the text as potential organizations that might be interested in holding events or activities.

Turners Falls Band Round - A Shining Example of Rotary Service

The text mentions the Turners Falls Band Round as an example of Rotary Service.

Much of the music publishing business is not just about making money, but also about fostering community and bringing people together.

Class Instruction in Instrumental Music

The text discusses the importance of music instruction and training for musicians.

Public School Vocational Music Department Conducted by CLARENCE BYRN

The text mentions the public school vocational music department and the conducting of music instruction by CLARENCE BYRN.

In the final paragraph, the text concludes with the reminder to send the money to the address mentioned in the clip.
While Speaking of Bands and Bandsmen—

Mr. John T. Oppenheiser, bandmaster and cornetist, is widely known in the music world. He was engaged by Frank Holton & Company as soloist and first cornetist for the famous Holton-Eijken Band, also attended the annual world’s fair in Chicago, where his band made a sensation in the music world. He has been the leader of the famous Holton-Eijken Band for many years, and his band has been the pride of the city of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for many years. The band is considered one of the finest in the country, and is under the personal direction of Mr. John T. Oppenheiser, who has been associated with the band for many years. His cornet playing is considered one of the finest in the country, and his leadership is considered one of the finest in the band world.
Seven Chicago Cinema Synchronizers

HAROLD DE LEE

An Organist of Wide Experience

Tish Lyons, and highly natural little one of the very best, is the organist at the theater of the Wiard & Wells, at the Chicago in Chicago. The organist to the organist. His organist to the organist. His organist to the organist. He has the ability to make the organ sound just like the instrument itself. He has the ability to make the organ sound just like the instrument itself. He has the ability to make the organ sound just like the instrument itself.

More Rest for the Eyes

"This will be a rest for the eyes and ears of those who have been attending the regular programs of the theater. The organist will play a selection of music that will be pleasing to the ear, and he will also give some short talks on the history of the theater and its various performances."

HAROLD DE LEE

A Pioneer Theater Organ Teacher

A practical knowledge of Harmony — the Grammar of Music — will incomparably widen your musical horizon. It will open up many new and bigger opportunities to you — a higher standing and recognition, and greatly increase financial returns from your work.

Musical authorities and representative musical publications emphasize the necessity of a knowledge of Harmony in an adequate music education.

Qualify for Higher Positions in Music

If you feel that you have grown so far as your present musical training will take you, in that you are ambitious to make more progress, enjoy greater recognition, and get higher positions and better pay, then you are in the right place. This course is designed to give you a deeper understanding of music, and to enable you to qualify for higher positions.

Send for Free Sample Lessons

We want you to know how interesting and valuable the training of the University Extension Conservatory will be to you. We want you to be the judge — without any risk or obligation whatever on your part.

Return the Coupon and we will send you a number of sample assignments of any of the Conservatory Courses which you are interested in, for your examination — ABSOLUTELY FREE.

Send this Coupon Today
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University Extension Conservatory

Langley Avenue at 81st Street

DePaul University

701 S. State Street

Chicago, Illinois

Department D 84

University Extension Conservatory

Langley Avenue at 81st Street

Department D 84

University Extension Conservatory

Langley Avenue at 81st Street

Department D 84
The Same Perfect Tone Chamber Valve-automated Nickel-silver Inlay Dental Rubber Money Back Guarantee

HENTON-KNECHT, 24 So. 18th St., Phila., Penna.

$10 Distinct Superior 168 or Tenor

A NEW
HENTON MOUTHPIECE
ITS RED
ITS HOT

TO NO MORE
Pad Panic

Every saxophone player is familiar with the hampering embarrassment that results from getting stuck and getting a squawk because of soggy, curled-up or crumpled pads. "Pad Panic" one player aptly called it.

Now, thanks to a simple and amazing invention, this ever-present mental buzz is forever removed. And it is fitting and logical that this final touch of Saxophone perfection should be a part of the most perfect of all Saxophones—the Martin Handcraft.

The new Martin Handcraft Saxophone with its Neverlee克, Self-Adjusting Pads is the last word in boisterous-performance. You can play this new Martin with perfect confidence that every pad will seat perfectly. You can buy it with the assurance that you will have all the time and money changing pads and making readjustments has cost you in the past. Your Neverlee克 pads will be Boisterless, Greaseless, Leaktless and Everlastling.

Martin Band Instrument Co.
Elkhart, Ind.

THE NEW
Martin Saxophone
with
NEVERLEE克 Self-Adjusting Pads

and now
A New
HENTON MOUTHPIECE
ITS RED
ITS HOT
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How about your bass

Have you noticed that the most common criticism of bass and orchestra has to do with the bow? —
_bow is weak—needs more foundation—bass is thin if he had no bow—bass needs a bow_—

No people make such statements about yourself or your organization as you—a bass player or a music director. No one, unless he is playing a beautiful old viola or a Stradivarius, can afford to play the bow in a manner that he would play it if he had no bow. If you need one, bow it in tune, open, close, and third. New players have claimed that they did not need to use the bow when the instrument was in tune. Other players have insisted that you should use the bow to keep it in tune. However, they are wrong in as much as they only acquire the habit of detuning their instrument by forcing certain notes up or down and by holding the bow too close to the strings. It is for this reason that many players cannot correct a new instrument on their own, and certainly not on the cheap. If you are not satisfied, bring your instrument to a professional repairer, and have it tuned properly. The use of the bow is not to force certain notes up or down, but to prevent them from detuning while you are playing.

DO NOT CONDONE AN INSTRUMENT BECAUSE THE OCTAVES DO NOT FULLY CORRESPOND.

If the open notes are in tune and also the notes made by the above vibrations combinations, then the entire instrument is as perfect as harmony and an instrument is.

In the above note we are in tune and also the notes made by the above vibrations combinations, then the entire instrument is as perfect as harmony and an instrument is.

PETER EDWARDS & CO., Inc.
234 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.
The Temperament of the Clarinet

By HARRY BETTONEY

The clarity of a clarinet's tone can be understood by its ability to respond to different atmospheres. A clarinet's sound characteristics are influenced by the materials used in its construction, the craftsmanship involved, and the way it is played. The tone quality of a clarinet depends on various factors, including the reed, the bore, and the barrel. The bore size and the length of the barrel affect the instrument's range and tone color. The reed's material and its treatment also play a significant role in the instrument's sound. A soft reed will produce a mellow tone, while a harder reed will produce a brighter sound.

The selmer "Clarinet" - a new MOUTHPIECE that establishes for the first time the standard of perfect intonation. Made in the familiar Selmer shape, but with a new, more flexible mouthpiece. The mouthpiece is designed to allow for a wider range of expression, giving the clarinet player more control over the instrument's sound.

An Absolutely IN-TUNE Crystal Mouthpiece with a New Clarinet Tone - the Selmer "Clarinet" - a new MOUTHPIECE that establishes for the first time the standard of perfect intonation. Made in the familiar Selmer shape, but with a new, more flexible mouthpiece. The mouthpiece is designed to allow for a wider range of expression, giving the clarinet player more control over the instrument's sound.

Philadelphia Organ Notes

The organ is a versatile instrument that can be used in various musical contexts, from classical to contemporary. It is known for its rich, warm sound and its ability to produce a wide range of tones. The organ's sound is produced by the use of pipes, which are activated by the player's hands or feet. The pipes are arranged in different registers, each with its own unique sound. The organ's sound can be controlled by the use of various pedals, which allow the player to alter the instrument's sound. The organ is a complex instrument that requires a great deal of skill and knowledge to play effectively. It is a popular instrument in many types of music, including classical, sacred, and contemporary.
The Photoplay Organist and Castrato

By Lloyd G. del Castillo

Cut Sheets Again

L. C. G. CASTILLO

"I was much interested in the recent article, "The Castrato Love Story," by Marian Koerner in The Ecstasy of St. Peter, under the editorship of J. T. Bowers. The story, as told by the author, seemed to be a complete and accurate account of the life of this famous singer of Italian operas. However, when I read the review in The Ecstasy of St. Peter, I was disappointed to find that the author had omitted some very important facts about the life of this great singer. I feel that these facts should be brought to the attention of the public, as they are very interesting and important.

I have attempted to fill this gap by writing this article, which I hope will give a more complete picture of the life of this great singer.
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Jacobs’

Loose Leaf Collection of

STANDARD MARCHES

for Orchestra

Volume I

1. OUR DIRECTOR (w.), J. E. Houston
2. AMERICAN COMRADE (w.), George B. Atwood
3. LIVING ON THE BOXES (w.), C. B. Womack
4. SONG OF THE PIONEER (w.), Geo. H. Lewis
5. NAVIGATION SONG (w.), Thos. L. Gilman
6. LATER AND DEEPER (w.), Jos. B. Clarke
7. FACING THE ENEMY (w.), E. J. Lundy
8. RORY O’MOORE (w.), Wm. J. Hagan
9. THE WORLD IS MINE (w.), James O’Leary
10. THE TOLLER (w.), Wm. J. Hagan
11. T. M. A. (w.), Geo. B. Atwood
12. THE DRILL MASTER (w.), Geo. W. Gregory
13. MUSKET FIRE (w.), J. E. Houston
14. FIGHTING RAVEN (w.), H. J. Cook
15. RALLY ROUND THE FLAG (w.), R. H. Shilshow

Instrumentation

1st Violin
2nd Violin
3rd Violin
4th Violin
Viola
Cello
Bass
Flute
Oboe
Clarinet in Bb
Trumpet in Bb
Tenor Saxophone
Alto Saxophone
Baritone Saxophone
Trumpet in Bb

tempo

Prices

Exempt Canada and Possessions.

Piano Acc. $1.00 net
All Other Books, $ .50 net

WALTER JACOBS, Inc. BOSTON

San Jacinto by Britten and Sibelius arranged by the R. W. Wood Co., N.Y.

HOW ABOUT THAT SUBSCRIPTION?

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., 81 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Please send:

JACOBS’ ORCHESTRA MONTHLY

JACOBS’ BAND MONTHLY

For the year beginning with the issue I enclose $.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Subscription Price: $1.00 per year, Canada, $1.25, Foreign, $1.75.


eWhy not buy a Selmer clarinet and enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that you have the best?


Scènes Carnavales

FANTASIE

FREDERICK COIT WIGHT

Tempo di Marcia

PIANO

Copyright MCMXVI by Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston

International Copyright Secured

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, Including Public Performance for Profit

MELODY

9
Lelawala
INDIAN DANCE
R.S. STOUTHON

Copyright MCXXVI by Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston
International Copyright Secured
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, Including Public Performance for Profit
Indian Pipe
Jacobs' Incidental Music

A Practical Series of

Dramatic Music for Motion Pictures

By

Harry Norton

Photoplay Pianist and Organist

Piano Solo

VOL. I — Nos. 1 to 12 inclusive

VOL. II — Nos. 13 to 24 inclusive

50c NET each Book

1. Hurry — for general use; piano, organ.
2. Allegro — for escape of march, struggle, revolu-
tion.
3. Oratorio — expression of childlike emotion, creat-

ing, meditation.
4. Mysterioso —children,clado, action, language of a

more dramatic or comedic.
5. P煄allegro — for escape of battle, heart-throm, audite.
6. Agitato — for general use; requiring adulation,
tension.
7. Love Theme — for pastoral scene and love

melody.
8. Hurry — for general use.
9. Pathetique — expressionCharabanc, story emotion, etc.
10. Calm — for quiet night, love scenes.
12. Marche Funerales — for escape of royal

procession, funerary.

Orchestra Edition

Each number published separately and NOT

in book form.

Practically and effectively arranged by R. E. HILDRETH

Orchestra: Full, Piano and Organ . . . 60c NET, each number

EXTRA PARTS: 6c NET, each number; Piano Acc., 6c NET, each

Walter Jacobs, Inc. — Boston, Mass.

Printed in U. S. A.
A Varied Selection of Compositions for
SAXOPHONE BAND
With Drums and Piano ad lib
Arrangements by R. E. HILDRETH

**INSTRUMENTATION**

**LEAD**
- Eb Alto Saxophone (1)
- Eb Tenor Saxophone (3)
- Eb Baritone Saxophone (1)
- Eb Bass Saxophone (1)

**OBOLETA**
- Eb Alto Saxophone (1)
- Eb Tenor Saxophone (3)
- Eb Baritone Saxophone (1)
- Eb Bass Saxophone (1)

**ACCOMPANIMENT**
- Eb Alto Saxophone (1)
- Eb Tenor Saxophone (3)
- Eb Baritone Saxophone (1)
- Eb Bass Saxophone (1)

**BASS**
- Eb Alto Saxophone (1)
- Eb Tenor Saxophone (3)
- Eb Baritone Saxophone (1)
- Eb Bass Saxophone (1)

**N.B.** Transposed parts and pedal lines are indicated by small notes.

All orchestral instruments are also available as the numbers marked with * are printed for Full Orchestras in some key. Numbers marked with ** are in Band key.

**Price, Each Number, 75c net**

For complete harmony transcriptions, please write for additional parts:

Extra Parts, each... 30c net
Extra Piano Parts, each... 30c net
Any Orchestra Parts, each... 30c net

PRECISION
Is the Secret of Conn Clarinet Quality

The Artist's Choice, Conn Boehm System Clarinets

PURITY and beauty of tone and absolute accuracy of pitch—these are the outstanding characteristics of Conn clarinets which make them the choice of many outstanding artists. This quality is the result of hair-line precision which Conn has attained in the production of clarinets.

First, we designed the instrument to be everything it should be. Our half-century experience and unlimited resources for experiment enabled us to attain a design of scientific and artistic accuracy.

Next we developed the machinery which assures absolute accuracy in every dimension to the ten-thousandths of an inch. Every Conn clarinet, therefore, is unerringly built to the same high quality standard.

There are three models of Boehm system clarinets from which to choose: seventeen keys, six rings, eighteen keys, seven rings; twenty keys, seven rings. The latter is furnished in B flat only, the others in any of the four keys commonly used.

Try a Conn FREE. Our liberal offer enables you to use a Conn in your playing, to test it and to prove its qualities. Send for complete information; without obligation.

How Conn has Improved the Albert System...

DEVELOPMENTS in the Conn laboratories have improved the Albert system to a point which has won the admiration of the first-class clarinet player, without affecting the comparatively low price which makes this system popular.

A marked improvement in the scale has been accomplished by relocating the tone holes on the new Conn Albert system clarinet.

The rings on the upper joint have been transferred to the other side of the instrument, which permits raising the hinged for better springing and at the same time makes easier fingering because the fingers do not have to work over the hinges.

The action has been greatly improved by balancing the keys to equal the leverage. The octave key is on the back instead of the top.

To appreciate the improvement you must try the new Conn Albert system. In appearance, too, the new Conn Albert is more symmetrical. And with all these improvements the price is no greater than that asked for the ordinary Albert system clarinets.

Send the Coupon NOW for further information and details of Free Trial, Easy Payments on any Conn instrument for band and orchestras.

MAIL COUPON
C. G. CONN LTD., 1412 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.
1 Piece and exclusive details of Free Trial offer on

MAIL COUPON
C. G. CONN LTD., 1412 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.
1 Piece and exclusive details of Free Trial offer on

WITH ALL THEIR EXCLUSIVE FEATURES CONN INSTRUMENTS COST NO MORE
The Clarinetist

CONDUCTED BY
Rudolph Toll

GENIUS VERBIS HARDCORE

I T W A S said of Paganini in his violin playing that "the devil guided his hand," for the thought that the devil was more powerful than God seems to have been inherited by the present generation. This theory of the devil is more plausible, and a more pardonable explanation of evil deeds than that of human nature.

In 1826, Paganini played the clarinet, and it is said that he was a master of the instrument. He was a master of the instrument because he had a keen sense of rhythm and could play with great expressiveness. He was also a master of the instrument because he had a great understanding of the music and could interpret it in a way that was both beautiful and inspiring.

The clarinet is a versatile instrument that can be played with great emotion and expressiveness. It is often used in classical music but can also be used in jazz and other styles of music. It is a great instrument to learn and play because it offers a wide range of possibilities for the musician.

Melody for November, 1926

A ROBERT WOOD-WINDS

The Fred, Gretsch Mfg. Co.

60 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mail the Coupon

Leaders of Motion Picture Orchestras

A postal card will bring you our complete orchestra catalog in which are listed over 2000 playbills numbers of exceptional merit. Each priced at 50 cents for small orchestra and 60 cents for full orchestra. No other catalog offers such great value at such low prices. The themes are convincing and the catalog is free for the asking.


DUPLEX

AUTOMATIC SAXHORNE CORD

A unique and practical addition to your saxophone, this cord will bring your instrument to life. It is a simple device that attaches to the saxophone and provides a more dramatic sound than a regular cord. It is a great addition to any saxophone player's collection.

The Duplex Products Mfg. Co.

Relative toad by the Monster.
For YOUNG BANDS

Melody for November, 1926

Léo Reisman on Dance Music

DANCE RECORDING

Since its inception a few months ago, this department has been in receipt of several questions relative to the recording of dance orchestra music on the disk. Instead of answering these questions individually, I seem best to devote the main body of the department for this issue to a discussion of this phase of dance orchestra work. It allows me to answer various questions on record, as it were, and so it is hoped that many of my readers will find the discussion of interest. It should be noted here that Léo Reisman himself is making dance records, and his remarks are based upon observation of practical problems and not upon theoretical principles.

A good many years ago when the talking machine first came into public favor, there was considerable demand for dance orchestra records. As time went on and radio broadcasting made its way into public favor, the interest in dance records declined noticeably. In the interest in all sorts of recorded music. In this, as in many other respects, at first the interest of the public in recorded music was entirely in the novelty of the thing. This, the novelty of being able to put on the machine a record made by one's favorite orchestra of whatever dance number one preferred and dance to it in one's own home made a strong appeal to dance fans everywhere.

It must be admitted that these first dance records were not all they should have been. The rhythm was distinct and the melodic line and harmonic foundation were clear enough, so that there was no necessity in identifying the number that was being played, but beyond that there was not a great deal that could be said for these records, musically. The tonal balance of the orchestra, the distinctive tone colors of the units in the orchestra, were only approximated — and usually very poorly.

At the outset of the presence of some sound, it was to be expected that the public interest in these first dance records would lessen considerably. When the radio came along, the convenience of dancing at home was just as great by radio as by record. By a little exploring they were able to find a good orchestra playing most any tune desired, and in addition there was the still greater novelty of knowing that one was hearing the orchestra simultaneously with the actual performance, possibly hundreds or thousands of miles away. The talking machine people were not so fast to enough to properly estimate what they were up against in the way of competition in the radio, and they early began experimental work to improve their recorded music to give it a added attractions that would enable it to compete with the radio. It was through this experimental work that the electrical method of recording, now in general use by all of the leading talking machine companies, was developed.

 electrical recording

Readers of this magazine are undoubtedly familiar with the details of electrical recording so that an extended discussion of this subject is unnecessary. To sum it briefly, the sound wave from the orchestra in the recording laboratory is used to produce deviations in an electrical current, which in turn is stepped up so that it has sufficient power to impress these deviations on a wax record. The wax record is used to make a master record and from the master record is made the commercial product, which, whenever on a reproducing machine, turns the recorded deviations made by the electrical current back into sound waves. Under the old method of recording, the impulse of the sound wave was depended upon to make the impression on the wax record. These impulses were so feeble in comparison to the sound waves radiated by a talking machine that it was necessary to perform upon the record was made in this way is astonishingly faithful to the original sound wave produced by the orchestra in the recording laboratory.

My own experience with old records has been in the past as well as in the present, with the Columbia Phonograph Company, for which my orchestra makes dance records. The first of these new records I heard was reproduced on one of the new Columbia machines, made especially to play these records, so astonished me with its faultless reproduction that I have not yet heard one that is as good. The bass part and the inner voices are reproduced with wonderful fidelity. Not only that, but the characteristic tone color of each instrument in the orchestra is retained to a surprising degree. Both of the Blues and Dreams of Love and Yea, the last two records my orchestra has made using this electrical recording, are particularly interesting to me — they are such faithful tone-pictures of my mental conception of what records should be for the orchestra whose recordings are replicated.

In my opinion, the new electrical recording and the radio, neither will radio take the place of the reproducing machine in the extent that it formerly has. There is room enough in our modern life for both the radio and the talking machine, just as there is room for just as many kinds of music.
End of the information of my friends throughout the country. I am pleased to announce that Paramount banjos are used exclusively by me in all my solo broadcasting and phonograph recording and in the Croquet Club Eskimo ensemble.

When a Paramount banjo in my hands I have absolute confidence in executing new and unusual effects. The paramount banjo in my choice above all others. For volume, facility of expression and sustained tone, I have found none to equal it.

Harry F. Reser

For you shaffle along like your foot was dragging through the Mud, that's my trouble. I tried to learn the drum thing but I never got so I could keep both feet off the floor at once.

This Black Bottom line is just the thing. You have to shuffle along like your foot was dragging through the Mud, and that's my trouble. It's a little slapping to it to make it look like you was enjoying it that I ain't got the lung of yet, but I aint kicked yet. The trouble is the new dance comes along so fast by the time I get our trained it's gone by, and everybody's doing something different. Here's Valancia thing, now I can't make that look right at all. This business of working your feet like they was a pair of Cooters. You, you got to be a Young Fellow to get away with that.

Speaking of Valancia, when they had that there Strike in England, seems that was just at the time when the tune had just become a hit, and all the Skippers and Strike Breakers instead of singing God Save the King and the International they was going around singing Valancia, and that was really what broke the Strike. You couldn't start a Civil War with a Jax Tune like that all over the place.

The Harmonica is the latest Instrument to get a little attention. Some Fish named Menon Irish started a Band of them, and they got so good they got a Yobs at the Strand Theater in New York. Harmonica Harriott playing Chasstas and everything. They got 22 of them, and then in Philadelphia they got a hand of more of them and it was over all a contest in Central Park last summer. But the idea is to get one of the Organists to play the Harmonica. But if of course we had 22 Organists we had got to stick together.

Personally I think they got the right idea in New York. They got a Band of Harmonica bands in the Public School there, and they all had a contest in Central Park last summer. But the idea is to get one of the Organists to play the Harmonica. They had three prizes, the first was a Chasstas, and the Second and the Third a Banjo. I got a better idea. Make the first one a One String Banjo, and the Second a Four Finger and the Third a Four Finger. They three good practical Instruments they can play as good as they want.

I got only one Ambition, anyway. I want a Mangle-See to the opening of Kahl's new Mile End in New York where they's going to have a Minute for a Dance Floor. There is the greatest change of the Century for anybody to get a line on the Styles and find out What the Girls are Wearing.

I have been reading Menon mostly about that something new you can play inside of it. It is very entertainingly written. I'm very satisfied with the result, I am however a little out. I want to have a subscription to this monthly magazine and am sending my check to cover a year. — Miss Alice R. Harrington, Evanston, Ill.
DRUMMERS!

The “DUPLEX” CHARLESTON CYMBAL HOLDER is the latest creation for modern dance drumming and synthesized symbol work.

Send for descriptive folder or dealer

DUPEY MFG. CO.
100-61 Havens St., Dept. D 
St. Louis, Mo.

FOR OVER 60 YEARS

Hand Made Caisson Heads
HAVEN BEEN MADE IN OUR PLANT

Form, Cut, Finish and Stain with

American Drum Head Co.
1187 Green Street
Boston, Mass.

HOW TO

“Fill In”

Improvise

Arrange

Harmonize

Clock Service

Hand Made Caisson Heads

Brass, etc.

F. A. Blackman

B. A. Blackman

Steve Balsamo

Artiste, etc.

Music Engravers

The largest Lithographer in New England

Devoted exclusively to the printing of music by

Dorothy, etc.

ENRICO RUSSETTI

Printers

Music Engravers

Printers

John Worley Co.

New York, N. Y.

Tick Tick DRUMMERS Tick Tick

for the Modern Dance Drummer

RAGTIME—JAZZ—SYNCPATION

with expert and imaginative work, now only $3.00

By EDWARD B. STRAIGHT.

Adapted for Tunisia, public schools, and teachers through the country. Grades arranged with special work. At your druggist.

CLARK

DRUM

METHOD

By EUGENE V. CLARK

1550 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES WANTED

Spoke-hour work. Ask us about it.

Jacobs’ Music Magazine, 128 Boylston St., Boston.

The Facts about Drum and Banjo players

YOU, the musician who buys drums or banjo heads should know the facts. There are today many heads on the market which from their names would indicate they were made from Buckskin or Rhinoceros or Crocodile skin, or the expensive hide of some or more of the rare animals. Facts are, these heads in almost every instance are made from Goatskin. Raw goat skin costs less than one-half the price of raw calf skin and is more easily worked through the process, makes a very poor head and sells for under its true name.

Don’t forget, the manufacturer who sells you goat skin under any name of the same or another name of GOATSKIN, is deceiving you.

If you know the facts you need not “be the goat” in any such “skin game.”

Buy genuine Calfskin Heads made by reputable manufacturers.

Send for our new booklet full of information to interest every drum and banjo player.

Makers of the following Brands:

SUPERIOR EXTRA BRAND

First Quality SLUNE EXTR A EHN

FIRST QUALITY SLUNE EXTR A EHN

IDEAL DAMP PROOF

Used by more professionals twenty times over all other makes combined.

Jos. Rogers, Jr., & Son

Farningdale, New York

High Volt, N.Y.

STONE MASTER-MODEL DRUMS

Wood Shells

Maple Finish

Wood Shells

Metal Shells

$35.00

Silver Finish

$40.00

Black Deluxe

All-Metal Model—Manual

Write for Catalog “E”

GEORGE B. STONE & SON, INC.
65 Hanover St.
BOSTON, MASS.

WHERE

Can you get more actual value for your money than the twelve issues of Jacob’s Orchestral Monthly? If you can, write us. And if you can’t get more for your money, you have no business advertising in our pages. If your advertising is not making you money, it should not be. If you can get more for your money, your advertising is not doing its job.

The address is: Walter Jacobs, Inc., 720 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Most of the...

"Big Name" BANDS & ORCHESTRAS
Prefer Leedy Drums

LOOK THEM OVER!


Also the famous PAUL ASH

Send for No-Cost Catalog "G" all about the Wonderful Floating Head Drum

Leedy Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, INDIANA

Easy for You to Carry

Aluminum Equipped!

Exclusive Deagan Features!

Are you taking advantage of these conveniences?

Capitol Notes

JAZZ MUSICIANS ORCHESTRA FREE

MAKE YOUR PREPARATIONS NOW TO SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF THE LEONARD B. ROSS CO. SONG BOOK.

Capital Notes

A NNOUNCEMENT has been made by the Board of Directors of the American Federation of Musicians of the following:

WILLIAM DAVIS and his Metropolitan Ramblers and Fred Waller, his orchestra, are now under the management of William H. Davis, who has been the band leader in Chicago for the past five years. The band is now on tour in the eastern United States.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will appear at the Metropolitan Theater, New York City, on October 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th, and at the Grand Opera House, Chicago, on October 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then go to the west coast, where they will appear at the Palace Theater, Los Angeles, on October 20th, 21st, 22nd, and 23rd, and at the Mayfair Theater, San Francisco, on October 24th, 25th, 26th, and 27th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then return to the east coast, where they will appear at the Apollo Theater, New York City, on October 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st, and at the Palace Theater, Philadelphia, on November 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then go to the west coast, where they will appear at the Palace Theater, Los Angeles, on November 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th, and at the Mayfair Theater, San Francisco, on November 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then return to the east coast, where they will appear at the Apollo Theater, New York City, on November 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th, and at the Palace Theater, Philadelphia, on November 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then go to the west coast, where they will appear at the Palace Theater, Los Angeles, on November 21st, 22nd, 23rd, and 24th, and at the Mayfair Theater, San Francisco, on November 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then return to the east coast, where they will appear at the Apollo Theater, New York City, on November 29th, 30th, December 1st, and 2nd, and at the Palace Theater, Philadelphia, on December 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then go to the west coast, where they will appear at the Palace Theater, Los Angeles, on December 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, and at the Mayfair Theater, San Francisco, on December 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then return to the east coast, where they will appear at the Apollo Theater, New York City, on December 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th, and at the Palace Theater, Philadelphia, on December 19th, 20th, 21st, and 22nd.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then go to the west coast, where they will appear at the Palace Theater, Los Angeles, on December 23rd, 24th, 25th, and 26th, and at the Mayfair Theater, San Francisco, on December 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then return to the east coast, where they will appear at the Apollo Theater, New York City, on January 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, and at the Palace Theater, Philadelphia, on January 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then go to the west coast, where they will appear at the Palace Theater, Los Angeles, on January 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th, and at the Mayfair Theater, San Francisco, on January 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then return to the east coast, where they will appear at the Apollo Theater, New York City, on January 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th, and at the Palace Theater, Philadelphia, on January 21st, 22nd, 23rd, and 24th.

WILLIAM DAVIS and his orchestra will then go to the west coast, where they will appear at the Palace Theater, Los Angeles, on January 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th, and at the Mayfair Theater, San Francisco, on January 29th, 30th, 31st, and February 1st.

Let's talk to some of your friends who are looking for a new piano. We can give them some information about our pianos that they might not know. We can also show them some of our pianos in person. If they are interested, we can arrange for them to come and see our pianos in person.
THE PLECTRUM PLAYER

A new bridge has been a great success in the field of musical instrument making. It is a simple, yet effective design that provides excellent tone and intonation. The bridge is made of high-quality wood and features a unique shape that enhances the instrument's overall performance. The bridge is designed to fit a wide range of instruments, including violins, violas, and cellos. It is available in a variety of finishes and can be customized to meet the specific needs of each musician. Whether you are a professional musician or a passionate hobbyist, the new bridge is the perfect addition to your musical instrument collection. Contact us today to learn more about our new bridge and how it can benefit your musical journey.
SIX SUPERIOR SUITES of Special Value to Photoplay Organists and Pianists

DEMENTIA AMERICANA
A. SUPERIMPOSED SUITE
By GEORGE L. COBB

Excellent for student recitals, amateur recitals, chamber music, and recitals
of the modern American chamber pianoRec

THREE SKETCHES FROM OLD MEXICO

TOY TOWN TALES
By Frank E. Brown

LOVE SCENES
By Don Bosco

A NIGHT IN INDIA
By George L. Cobb

WALTER JACOBS, INC., BOSTON, MASS.

For String Sections and Small Ensembles

JACKIE HONORS and his orchestra of the Gotham Symphony at the Sherry Restaurant in New York. Jackie is a fine artist with a remarkable gift for conveying emotion in his music. His songs have been enjoyed by millions of people around the world, and his concerts are always sold out. He is known for his powerful voice and his ability to convey the deepest emotions through his music. His concerts are always a treat for fans of all ages, and his music continues to inspire and touch the lives of people everywhere. For more information on Jackie's upcoming concerts and albums, please visit his official website. JackieHonorMusic.com.

Price: $5.50
Mail order only. Payment must accompany order, or COD (C.O.D. if we pay)

Send for 7 Free Lessons
Free envelope with each order for pianos and organs. Send for full details.


These pieces are available for all orchestras and bands.

A A N T H E M S

Suitable for all types of occasions.

CHALMERS WAINWRIGHT, INC.

For Full Band, 2nd Horns, 3rd Horns, 4th Horns

RICHTER'S FUTURE SIX

SPOKES FROM THE HUB
NORMAN LEIGH SPEKMAN

THE INITIAL CONCERTS of the forty with scores of the Boston Symphony Orchestra were given Fri
day afternoon, October 8th and Saturday, October 9th. The program followed the usual procedure in that the first half of the first concert consisted of the Boston Symphony with the concertmaster of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and the second half of the first concert consisted of a solo by a well-known soloist with the Boston Symphony Orchestra. The second concert consisted of the Boston Symphony with the concertmaster of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and the second half of the second concert consisted of a solo by a well-known soloist with the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

THE PERCY ENSEMBLE is a group of pianists who play the works of the great composers. The group consists of five pianists, each of whom has won national and international competitions. They perform in concert halls and music festivals throughout the United States and Europe. Their performances are highly praised for their technical brilliance and musicality.

FOURTEEN FILLMORE SYMPHONY SMOKERS

THE WHISTLING FARMER'S SOLO FEATURING THE FILLMORE SYMPHONY

VERNE Q. POWELL

SOLO AND TEACHER

will receive a limited edition of pupils

No. 390 Nottingham Building
26 Huntington Avenue
BOSTON, MASS.

FOR BAND

Henry Fillmore Arrangements of the
F. VON SUPPE OVERTURES

LIGHT CAVALRY
MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT

To our exclusive arrangements, these will be the last printed. All parts of these, except the score, are sold as a set or separately. Ask your dealer or send for our complete list of all arrangements. No goods will be shipped until full payment is received.

FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE, CINCINNATI

KINDERGARTEN MUSIC SERIES

"THE BEST YET"

To high schools, public schools, rec
nat clubs, and councils. Exceptional for class
work. Fine for children's concerts.

Price, complete. H. L. M. Pianos only. $1.00

KIRCHER MUSIC COMPANY

SPRAY NORTH CAROLINA

SCISSORS, PLEASE!

WALTER JACOBS, Inc., Publishers

Please send me [ ] Jacobs' Orchestra Monthly [ ] Jacobs' Band Monthly

For One Year...

[ ] $2.00

[ ] $1.00

Gentlemen:

Amount enclosed 8 . . . . . .

The Price of a single issue, exclusive of postage, is 10 cents.

[ ] Please send me a free sample copy of the Orchestra Monthly

NORTHERN NOTES

JACKIE HONORS and his orchestra of the Gotham Symphony at the Sherry Restaurant in New York. Jackie is a fine artist with a remarkable gift for conveying emotion in his music. His songs have been enjoyed by millions of people around the world, and his concerts are always sold out. He is known for his powerful voice and his ability to convey the deepest emotions through his music. His concerts are always a treat for fans of all ages, and his music continues to inspire and touch the lives of people everywhere. For more information on Jackie's upcoming concerts and albums, please visit his official website. JackieHonorMusic.com.

Price: $5.50
Mail order only. Payment must accompany order, or COD (C.O.D. if we pay)

Send for 7 Free Lessons
Free envelope with each order for pianos and organs. Send for full details.


These pieces are available for all orchestras and bands.

A A N T H E M S

Suitable for all types of occasions.
What's Good in New Music

LLOYD G. DEL CASTILLO

THERE is nothing outstanding in publications of the past month that I have received. Finally, the best of the output is in the popular music, which is increased tremendously during the warm days. For the rest, I have felt compelled to decline to review several numbers, and, as I say, there is nothing notably noteworthy among the remainder, though they are entirely adequate to fill out this space in your columns.

OCEANIC MUSIC

Saxophone, Trumpet & Croone by Hogan (Decca Reel, Vol. 63). Written by Frank C. Hogan. This is a set that is given the name of being from the conventional church and treated. The material is very conventional, the music rather crude and unemotional, and the playing of melodies less than the style of the first section due to the fact of the lack of the use of tango and tango melodies.

FREE PIANO MIDI BOOKS

When Bright Lights Shine in the City (Mildred Davis Co.). Written by J. M. Davis. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

THE RAG CLASSICS

When Bright Lights Shine in the City (Mildred Davis Co.). Written by J. M. Davis. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

Crown and Lava, Minor a Tartine by Frank C. Hogan. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

A Love Episode in Birdland (Mildred Davis Co.). Written by J. M. Davis. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

New College March (Mildred Davis Co.). Written by J. M. Davis. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

WILMINGTON, Del., Police Band

(On a special commission) by Frank C. Hogan. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

F. E. OLS TROMBONE

THE PERFECT TROMBONE. MADE TO ORDER. LARGEST STOCK. QUICK DELIVERY

J. E. HILL.

SAXOPHONE PLAYER

FREE SERVICE FOR MUSICIANS

FREE OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC: A handsome 14 x 18 self-framing mirror in dark oak, and will sell for $5.00. PUBLISHER'S PRIVILEGE: Any name not followed by this privilege will be paid for in full. ORCHESTRA MUSIC SUPPLY CO. 57 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

FEET OF LEAD

When Bright Lights Shine in the City (Mildred Davis Co.). Written by J. M. Davis. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

CONTRACTIONS

When Bright Lights Shine in the City (Mildred Davis Co.). Written by J. M. Davis. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

NEW COLLEGE MARCH

When Bright Lights Shine in the City (Mildred Davis Co.). Written by J. M. Davis. This is a set that is received in the regular mail of pianists.

HAWKES PUBLICATIONS

Send for FREE SAMPLE Violin Parts

WALTER JACOBS, INC., BOSTON, MASS.
You Can Take It or Leave It

HUMAN NATURE CLASS

RESTLESS, ADVENTURERS, TRAPPERS, ETC...

Why is it that some advertisements fail and none
first and without the fact of the offer? Some
others never get a chance to be heard? Why
are we ourselves so busy that we never have time
the editor always has a lot to do, not to carry
There is always the feeling that "the man's a
It's a matter of sticking it out" and the other way, judg-
the competition. We are all doing our best.

One person's routine is another's golden rule.

"If you want a good advertisement, it's the one that
sells the product."

But the best advertisements are always the ones
that are not noticed.

Wise Cracks

George Beadle—father of the famous mouse, and the first
that was found to have any cysts in the brain, and the first
to be used for the study of cancer. He has been working
more than 20 years on the subject, and has made some
important discoveries in the field of cancer research.

"If you don't find a new way of looking at things, you
will never find a new way of doing things."

For Your Picture Book

Here is another picture that gives us a good deal of
information about the people of the past. The original
photograph was taken by Charles L. Hart of Hart's
Photographic Studio. Here are a few of the people who
attended the dedication of the railroad in 1876. Notice
the men with their hats on, and the women with their
hats off. Notice also the children, with their heads
wrapped in blankets. In fact, it was a hot day, and
there was no water available.

"The future was shaped on the photos when we received
the first train."

Montana

The Cowboy Banjoist

En Route

WEEK OF

November 8
Seaboard Square, Boston, Mass.
November 15
St. James Theater, Boston, Mass.
November 22
Keith's Theater, Salem, Mass.
November 28
Irons Theater, Rockport, Mass.
December 5
Fitchburg, Mass.
December 22
Haverhill, Mass.

B & D Silver Bell

Used by Foremost Artists

The Bacon Banjo Co., Inc.
GROTON, CONN. U. S. A.

"Montana," a name to reckon with in Banjo history. This splendid
Banjo Artist has created a sensation by his wonderful work during
the past few years in the largest theaters throughout the country.
To see his wonderful act you can easily see why he is called "The
Cowboy Banjo Brunner." He also has a standing European offer.
"Montana" is conceded to be the most richly dressed single man
in this profession, and remarkable as it may seem, about everything
he wears in his gorgeous outfit is a rare relic or relic.
A Saxophone for $2

Write us a postal card with your name and address and receive our 100-page catalog of all musical instruments by return mail.

WILLARD BRYANT
105 Broadway
Detroit, Mich.

Bach Mouthpieces

My Home in the Southland

J. ALDO RAMOS DIVISION

D. M. STITH
138 1st St., Richmond, Va.

Why do more of the legitimate first chair men use Selmer clarinets than other makes combined?

Popular Talks on Composition

By A. J. WEIDT

Harmony in 12 easy lessons

1. De Lamater's Own System

Just as used by him in fifteen years' arranging, composing and teaching. Used and endorsed by leading profession-

3. Learn to Memorize

Improve Reading Content

All the above rapidly replaced. Personal help, written and corredtions. Results guar-

4. A thorough knowledge of all harmony must be attained in a relatively short time.

Bands! Bands! Bands!

School bands, truck bands, scout bands, Legion bands, civic bands, boys' bands, young bands, big-

ding bands. In fact, any band should own a Hawthorne, but without over-

load installation. It will have three reeds, but not one overblown. All the voices of the organ are not overblown. It is

HARVEST WINDS

E. T. ROOT & SONS

95 East Fifth St.
Chicago, Illinois

Horn's Mate

Drawbridge, and other Master Parts, can be made in various sizes and in various materials.

LOOKING OUT

B. W. STOCKLEY & Co., 120 W. 39th St., N. Y. C.

Mr. Clarinet Player

Mr. Clarinet Player was born in Businesses where he was a master of woodwinds and a master of harmonies. He was

Clarke's Trombone Method

Ernest Clarke

10 East 23rd St.
New York City

Who are the famous clarinet players on Business?

Mr. Clarinet Player was born in Businesses where he was a master of woodwinds and a master of harmonies. He was

Horn Players

Horn Players

In the famous clarinet players on Business?

Horn Players

In the famous clarinet players on Business?

Horn Players

In the famous clarinet players on Business?

HORN PLAYERS

R. H. SMITH

1608 Columbus Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEARN to DIRECT BANDS and ORCHESTRAS

Get the Knack! Get the Knack!

G. M. HAYES

3344 2nd Ave. New York City

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?

Why do we need the same kinds of assign?
**Melody for November, 1926**

JACOBS' ALBUM of Master Classics

for ORCHESTRA and for BAND

Complete for Either Ensemble — Playable in Combination

**Instruments**

**Clarinet in B-flat**, **Clarinet in E-flat**, **Bass Clarinet**, **Bassoon**, **Flute**, **Oboe**, **English Horn**, **Bassoon**, **Horn**, **Trumpet**, **Cornet**, **Cornet**, **Flugelhorn**, **Trombone**, **Tuba**

**CONTENTS**

1. Marche Romaine (Marche Pastourelle) Gounod
2. Romance in E, Rubinstein
3. Paganini's Song of Hope (Commission in C) Barrie
4. Minuet in G, Beethoven
5. Large Movements, Handel
6. Valse des Fleurs, Tchaikovsky
7. Paganini's Canon, Wagner
8. Berceuse, Gounod
9. Prelude in C# Minor Chopin
10. Ball Dance, Tchaikovsky
11. Turkish March, Berlioz
12. From "The Ring of Atreus" Richard Strauss
13. Unfinished Symphony, Beethoven
14. Rondo Capriccioso, Tchaikovsky
15. Scherzo, Mendelssohn
16. Marche aux Flambeaux, Sousa

**WALTER JACOBS, Inc. BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS**

**W.F. CERVENY & SONS'**

Bohemian Rotary Valve

BARITONES AND BASSES

Catalogue Free

BOLE AGENTS

VITAK-ELSNCI CO., 6900 RD. AVIGNON, ILLINOIS

**NEW AND MODERATELY LOW OVERTURE BY A. J. WEED.**

**HEALTH AND WEALTH**

**JACOBS' ALBUM of Master Classics**

**For ORCHESTRA**

**For BAND**

**All Books, Each, $5.00**

**Prices (Postage Included)**

**Piano Accompaniment, $1.00 each**

**Solo Books:**

**E. Alto Sax., $1.00 each; B. Cornet, $1.00 each**

**Note:** The six books marked with an asterisk are exclusively for Band use. The six parts are in each book last in each ensemble section.

**JACOBS' ALBUM of Master Classics**

**For ORCHESTRA**

**For BAND**

**CONTENTS**

1. Marche Romaine (Marche Pastourelle) Gounod
2. Romance in E, Rubinstein
3. Paganini's Song of Hope (Commission in C) Barrie
4. Minuet in G, Beethoven
5. Large Movements, Handel
6. Valse des Fleurs, Tchaikovsky
7. Paganini's Canon, Wagner
8. Berceuse, Gounod
9. Prelude in C# Minor Chopin
10. Ball Dance, Tchaikovsky
11. Turkish March, Berlioz
12. From "The Ring of Atreus" Richard Strauss
13. Unfinished Symphony, Beethoven
14. Rondo Capriccioso, Tchaikovsky
15. Scherzo, Mendelssohn
16. Marche aux Flambeaux, Sousa

**WALTER JACOBS, Inc. BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS**

**V. F. CERVENY & SONS'**

Bohemian Rotary Valve

BARITONES AND BASSES

Catalogue Free

BOLE AGENTS

VITAK-ELSNCI CO., 6900 RD. AVIGNON, ILLINOIS

**NEW AND MODERATELY LOW OVERTURE BY A. J. WEED. VERY EASY!**

**HEALTH AND WEALTH**

**JACOBS' ALBUM of Master Classics**

**For ORCHESTRA**

**For BAND**

**All Books, Each, $5.00**

**Prices (Postage Included)**

**Piano Accompaniment, $1.00 each**

**Solo Books:**

**E. Alto Sax., $1.00 each; B. Cornet, $1.00 each**

**Note:** The six books marked with an asterisk are exclusively for Band use. The six parts are in each book last in each ensemble section.
Jacobs’ Piano Folios

59 Volumes of Selected Copies Including Such Standard Favorites as NC-4, National Emblem, Kins of Spring, Our Director and many others.

The "Jacobs’ Piano Folios" are currently arranged in the most logical and logical order of selection and reproduction of all the volumes included. The first volume is that of NC-4, the "National Emblem," which is the first page of the folio. Each subsequent volume includes a page or two of music, until the final page, which is "Kins of Spring." The folios are available in sets of 5, 10, or 20 volumes, each set having its own unique combination of volumes.

**DANCE WALTZES**

**CONCERT MISCELLANY**

**CHARACTERISTIC AND DESCRIPTIVE**

**MELODIES**

**LIGHT OPERA**

**ORIENTAL, INDIAN AND INDIAN**

**POEMS**

**RAGS**

**TONE-POEMS AND REFREES**

**FOLK-TROTS AND BLUES**

**SCOTTISHS AND CAPRICES**

**COMMON-TIME MARCHES**

**ONE-STEP MARCHES**

**JACOBS’ INCIDENTAL MUSIC**

**BALLETS AND CONCERT WALTZES**

**PHOTO-PLAY PIANISTS AND ORCHESTAS**

**WALTER JACOBS, INC.**

**BOSTON, MASS.**
Scintillating Beauty
Rich, Superb Tone
Inherent Worth

The popularity of VEGA Banjos is indicative of their sterling and irreproachable qualities. Skilled players who are constantly appearing before the public in broadcasting, in recordings, at the theater and at the concert recommend them. The "Little Wonder" and "Whyte Laydie" Special Models with their scintillating beauty, rich tone, and inherent worth become "stepping stones" to greater achievements.

Carefully selected materials, durable construction and high-grade workmanship are factors emphasized to every detail, designed to withstand every climatic condition and endless abuse, and present a flashy, artistic appearance.

LITTLE WONDER
Special
$75.00

WHYTE LAYDIE
Special
$100.00

Little Wonder Special —
The "Little Wonder" Special Model is everything its name implies. The tone is rich and full, the quality is durable, and the finish is perfect. The body of the banjo is beautifully designed and finished, with the neck and the frets of sturdy strength, while the head and strings give a rich, full tone.

Whyte Laydie Special —
"Whyte Laydie" Special Model is distinctive in its beauty and grace. The body is gracefully curved, the neck is slim and elegant, the frets are perfectly aligned, and the strings are taut and clear. The tone is warm and rich, and the instrument is built to last.